INTRODUCTION

RESEARCH

When I think of absurd treatment, the first I
come up with is the Chinese novel Medicine
written by Lu Xun, in this novel a “well-known
“folk remedy for tuberculosis is to let the sick
person eat steam bread with human blood,
which leaves me a deep impression about ancient
treatments.

ABSURD
TREATMENT
MUSEUM

At the beginning of this project, my idea was very
simple. I wanted to present all kinds of absurd
treatments from time to time, to show that we
are undoubtedly the luckiest people in the entire
historical process. We don’t need those absurd
and fatal treatments to save our lives, and with
the help of modern medical treatments people
can know their physical conditions through
physical examination, and diseases can be cured
through scientific and rigorous treatments.

TARGET USERS
Students

Local citizen

Tourists

Amateur

Taking the medicine-A
short history of medicine's
beautiful idea and our
difficulty swallowing it

A brief history of the
worst ways to cure
everything

A brief history of the
worst ways to cure
everything (China )

A short history of
medicine

After reading these four books for research, I realized that my previous about treatments are not right, they can’t just be divided by advanced or
backward, scientific, and backward and absurd. It is extremely superficial to simply draw a dividing line, pay tribute to what I believe to be effective, and
sneer at those which seem ineffective. It is true that many ancient treatment methods now seem ridiculous did bring comfort to people at that time
(maybe only spiritually), and some of them even laid the foundation for future medical development.
For example, arsenic was once used as an effective medicine but later proved to be a toxic substance. However, now it (arsenic trioxide) is proven to
be effective for treating leukemia.
The truth that people believed hundreds of years ago may become a joke in the process of people’s cognitive progress. Hence, it is impossible for us to
guarantee that the things we find hilarious won’t become the truth, or the so-called truth won’t become a joke. Therefore, I hope this museum is here
to present the progress, not to record jokes.

OVERALL DESIGN

DEVELOPMENT

ARCHITECTURE
Build a museum

1

3D MODELS
Show the museum

2

FLOORPLAN
Put something into the museum

3

INTERACTION DESIGN
Have fun in the museum

4

In terms of
architecture, since
the museum is about
absurd treatment,
I hope it can be
simple and clear as a
hospital building, but
don’t be too serious
at the same time.
Maybe look more like
a contemporary art
gallery.

The appearance of the museum has undergone many iterations. At
first, I considered using the shape of a circus tent to express the
absurdity of the exhibits, but as my understanding of the subject
gets deeper, I gave up this idea. For the final design, I chose a
shape that can embody the meaning of "rising"-sloped ceilings and
spiral staircases, through which they represent the advancement of
cognition and the improvement of thinking.

ARCHITECTURE
C1 Sound installation
Entrance:
Before entering the museum, the audience will pass through a aisle to
simulate a dark period of cognitive loss.

C2 Video & Projection
C3 Sculpture

C1
C3

B1 Pharmacy Cabinet

C2

B2 Royal touch treatment
B1

B2

B3 Sorcery therapy
B4

B4 Slimming therapy
B5

Stairs:
It will take longer to walk the spiral staircase, same as
recognizing one thing in ignorance.

B5 Electrotherapy

B3
B6

A2

A3

A1 Sound installation
A4

Top floor:
The top floor is an empty and bright glass room, which contrasts with
the entrance. Hoping the transition from darkness to light will let
visitors come up with some thoughts.

B6 Phototherapy

A2 Chemical elements
A3 Bloodletting

A5
A1

A6

A4 Craniotomy
A5 Enema
A6 Plant therapy & Arboretum

EXHIBITS
A1 Sound installation

A4 Craniotomy

B1 Pharmacy Cabinet

B3 Sorcery therapy

B5 Electrotherapy

C1 Sound installation

A2 Chemical elements

A5 Enema

B2 Royal touch treatment

B4 Slimming therapy

B6 Phototherapy

C2 Video & Projection

A3 Bloodletting

A6 Plant therapy & Arboretum

C3 Sculpture

INTERACTION

I made a solid model based on the architecture and made some changes in details of the exterior wall. (My idea is
to make the effect like "vessels of the building", but it seems that the my work is not very successful)

